KAI SPRINT

The sprint is a very innovative racing fin with no precedence in the market. Short and powerful, the Sprint is a high-performance fin ready to reach maximum speed quickly on your race board. The Sprint comes in 4 sizes and is built with a Molded Carbon Foam-Core technology to provide an incredibly light fin.

FEATURES

SIZES
> 4”
> 5”
> 6”
> 7”

BOX
> US BASE

CONSTRUCTION
> RTM EPOXY CARBON

More info: https://mfchawaii.com/shop/sup/sup-fins/sprint-race-fin
After countless hours of R&D we have developed this traditional race profile fin to deliver the ultimate in speed and glide for SUP racing. Straighter rake angle and fast profile, this fin is good for all-round racing with chop and for some downwind.

**FEATURES**

**SIZES**
> 20 cm  
> 22 cm  
> 24 cm  

**AVAILABLE BOX**
> US BASE  

**CONSTRUCTION**
> RTM EPOXY GLASS

More info: [https://mfchawaii.com/shop/sup/sup-fins/racing-fin](https://mfchawaii.com/shop/sup/sup-fins/racing-fin)
Specifically designed for downwind racing, the Kai DownWind is the fastest fin of its kind. Top speed is the priority with this fin, and its angle of attack will slice through the choppiest waters delivering unprecedented glide and speed without compromising maneuverability. The rake back helps a lot during transitions close to the buoy.

FEATURES

SIZES
> 20 cm
> 22 cm

BOX
> US Box

CONSTRUCTION
> RTM EPOXY GLASS

More info: https://mfchawaii.com/shop/sup/kai-dr-downwind-racing-center-fin
SUPERWEED

This is your allround everyday SUP fin. Extremely easy to maneuver, maximum glide with little effort, and the ability to slip through any weed or grass patches make the SuperWeed the optimum recreational fin. The profile comes from our racing fins, the pulled back rake helps to get through sea-grass spots, shallow water, and increases overall ease and comfort while riding.

FEATURES

SIZES
> 24cm

BOX
> US Box

CONSTRUCTION
> RTM EPOXY GLASS

More info: https://mfchawaii.com/shop/sup/superweed
KAI THRUSTER

The Kai Thruster is an all-around fin for a diverse range of surfers. Designed to allow for smoother rail to rail transition and for round-house cut back turns make the Kai thruster set up the most versatile fin choice on the market.

FEATURES

SIZES
> SMALL
> MEDIUM
> LARGE

BOX
> TABS
> FTU

CONSTRUCTION
> RTM EPOXY GLASS

More info: https://mfcwahai.com/shop/sup/sup-fins/thruster-fin-set
KAI QUADS

For hollow, faster waves, the Kai Quads provide the bite and grip you need to quickly accelerate and hold your line when the conditions go extreme. Go faster and rip through sections with your Kai Quad setup.

FEATURES

SIZES
> Small
> Large

BOX
> TABS
> FTU

CONSTRUCTION
> RTM EPOXY GLASS

More info: https://mfchawaii.com/shop/sup/sup-fins/kai-quad-fin-set
C1 CENTER FIN

With so many types of SUPs on the market today, it can be hard to fine tune your setup to exactly what you’re looking for. The C1 Center Fin is an easy solution to modify the stability and performance of your board. A larger center fin will keep the board more stable in wind or chop, while a smaller fin will help your larger board turn in waves.

FEATURES

SIZE
> 5.5’
> 6.5’
> 9.0’
> 10.5’

BOX
> US BASE

CONSTRUCTION
RTM EPOXY GLASS

More info: https://mfchawaii.com/shop/sup/c1-center-fin
Keep your paddle safe with the MFC Paddle Bag. Ultralight and durable olive 420D Dobby Ripstop on the top and 120g white tarpee on the inside and bottom ensure your paddle is safe without adding extra bulk. Non-corrosive PK marine zipper ensures longevity of the bag, and EVA handles and air vents make it easy to transport and let it breathe.

**FEATURES**

- > 8mm padding
- > D420 Dobby Green top
- > 180g White Tarpee material bottom
- > PK Marine zipper.
- > 120g White Tarpee interior
- > Nose Protector
- > EVA Foam Handles
- > Adjustable length.

**SIZE**

- > 215cm x 27.5cm

More info: https://mfchawaii.com/shop/sup/paddle-bag
SUP SINGLE BOARDBAGS

For 2020 we have completely updated our single board bags to be the perfect fit for your stick! Ultralight, bombproof, and with EVA molded handles and shoulder straps that make it easy to transport your board to wherever you need to go.

FEATURES

> Ultralight Dobby D420 Dobby Green Ripstop
> 180g White Tarpee material bottom
> 120g White Tarpee interior
> 6mm Foam Padding
> PK Marine zipper.
> AirVent® Ventilation System
> EVA Foam Handles
> Shoulder Strap Ready

SIZES

> 8’0” — 250 x 85cm
> 8’6” — 265 x 90cm
> 9’0” — 285 x 90cm
> 10’0” — 315 x 95cm
> 11’0” — 345 x 95cm

More info: https://mfchawaii.com/shop/sup/travel-single-boardbag
TRIPLE BAG

Redesigned in our ultralight and durable D420 Dobby Ripstop, the Triple Bag is your best option for ultimate protection without adding extra weight to transport your SUP quiver. Containing two padded divider sheets and internal and external adjustment straps to accommodate a wide variety of boards and ensure a tight pack to keep your quiver safe and easy to transport with style and comfort.

FEATURES

> Durable D420 Dobby Black RipStop Exterior  
> Heat Repellent 180 White Tarpaulin Interior  
> PK Marine Zippers  
> 8mm Dual Density Closed Cell Foam Protection Padding  
> 2 internal padded dividers 4mm | board separation sheets  
> Removable Padded Shoulder Strap  
> Lockable sliders  
> Exterior compression straps  
> Ultra lightweight construction  
> EVA padded handles  
> Heavy duty outer layer padded Nose & Tail Protection.  
> AirVent System

SIZE

> 315 x 90 x 30 CM

More info: https://mfchawaii.com/shop/windsurf/accessories/triple-boardbag